Describing words (2-3)
Word-family map

- fine art
  - fine china
  - fine dining
  - fine tuning
  - fine print
  - fine-toothed comb

- refine
  - refines
  - refined
  - refining

- fines
  - fined
  - fining

- finely
  - finer
  - finest
  - refinement
  - refinery
  - refineries
Describing words (2-3)
Word-family map

Correct
- Corrects
- Corrected
- Correcting

Grammatically correct
- Auto-correct

Incorrect
- Incorrectly

Correctly
- Corrective
- Correction
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Describing words (2-3)

Word-family map

powers
powered
powering

horsepower
manpower
power tools
power down
power outage
all-powerful

power

powerful
powerless
powerfully
powerlessly

overpower
overpowers
overpowered
overpowering
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Describing words (2-3)
Word-family map

equal

equal opportunity

equals equaled equaling

equal

equally equality equator equation equalization equivalent equatorial equalize equalizes equalized equalizing

unequal unequally inequality
Describing words (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

She was very bright and learned to read and write in many different languages. (Queen Elizabeth I)

smart (adj)

"We know he's bright, but he's so funny when he's around other people, and they're so used to thinking he's dumb, I don't know what's going to happen to him." (A wrinkle in time)

Jane ran to the basket where all the shoes were kept and picked out a pair of bright red sandals. (Ants on a log)

bright

shining strongly or full of light (adj)

having a strong color that isn't dark (adj)

In the past, there had to be sunlight or very bright light in order to take good pictures. (Cameras)

The Sun is our closest star. That's why the Sun looks so big and bright. (A different set of stars)

The arrow-poison frog is brightly colored to scare off other animals from eating it. Some are bright red with black spots. Others are bright green and black. (Arrow-poison frog)
**Describing words (2-3)**

**Multiple-meaning-word map**

- **healthy (adj)**
  - Many people go to a doctor when they are sick. Many people also visit the doctor when they are well. These people go for a checkup. *(A visit to the doctor)*

- **well**
  - A cat can see well when it is almost dark. Did you know that a cat's eyes can see very small movements? *(A cat's whiskers)*
  - The next day the mouse came back to the well. She threw a penny into the well and made a wish. Ouch! Said the well. *(The wishing well)*
  - Nearly 40 years ago, farmers digging a well in central China uncovered a surprise. Instead of water, they found a head made out of terracotta, a type of hard clay. *(Ancient army)*

- **a hole in the ground where you can get water (n)**

- **very much or in a good way (adv)**
  - Hans could tell wonderful stories. But he didn’t have much schooling. He could not write them well. *(Hans Christian Anderson)*

- **Grandma doesn't feel well this morning, Papa said. Your mother is with her now till the doctor gets here. *(The patchwork quilt)*